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Abstract
The prominence of the wireless communication has been urging the
monotonically increasing demand of security and privacy. In wireless
systems, the notion of perfect secrecy of information with respect to
illegitimate nodes can be ensured via physical layer security (PLS)
techniques. Unfortunately, they can be made less effective if sourceeavesdropper wiretap channel is better than the main source-receiver
channel. The various node cooperation schemes can be employed to
combat this limitation where a relay node assists the communication
to improve the performance significantly. In this paper, a four node
wireless communication system consisting of a source, a destination,
a relay and an eavesdropper as wire-tapper has been considered. The
performance of the traditional cooperation schemes in terms of
secrecy rate has been investigated with a different scenario where
relay node helps the eavesdropper to deteriorate the secrecy rate. In
addition, since legitimate receiver can overhear the transmission of
relay, it favours the achievable secrecy rate. We formulate an
analytical expression of conditional secrecy outage probability for the
investigated system. From the obtained simulation results, it has been
observed that secrecy rate is monotonically increases with path loss
index. Furthermore, the proper selection of the system parameters
leads to enhance the secrecy performance of the system even if relay
pertains to degrade the performance. Amplify-and-forward,
cooperation, decode-and-Forward, secrecy rate, relay.
Keywords:
Amplify-and-Forward, Cooperation, Decode-and-Forward, Secrecy
Rate, Relay

1. INTRODUCTION
Confidentiality of data is a fundamental and crucial
requirement for any wireless network due to significant growth in
wireless applications in contemporary times. The performance of
wireless communication has been degraded significantly due
to open and shared medium and makes the system vulnerable
to security threats. With the drastically increasing demand of
wireless communication in civilian, critical applications and
personal data transfer such as in military, on-line transactions etc.
at global level, PLS has been aroused as a new paradigm now a
days to tackle the security issues. On the basis of characteristic
attributes, the various prevalent approaches to improve secrecy at
physical layer can be grouped into five categories namely
information-theoretic secrecy capacity, and the code, power,
channel, and signal detection techniques. Earlier, cryptographic
algorithms were used for security at higher network layers [1].
But, they are computationally complex and depend upon the
private key encryption-decryption. An information-theoretic
approach at the physical layer can be used for secure
communication without using key encryption and can’t be
hampered even if sufficient computational power is available at
the adversary. PLS exploits the channel state information (CSI)
or characteristics of transmission medium to improve the

intended receiver’s channel quality. The most commonly used
PLS schemes are cooperative jamming (CJ) and cooperation
schemes. Decode-and-forward (DF), amplify-and-forward (AF)
and compress-and-forward (CF) are generally used node
cooperation schemes for PLS. In the cooperative jamming
scheme, an artificial jamming signal that is independent of source
is transmitted to create interference at eavesdropper. The overall
communication process takes place in a single stage. When
source transmits its message, the relay node acting as jammer
interferes in order to confuse the eavesdropper without
influencing the destination signal. In 1971, Meulen has
introduced the relay channel and further, Cover and Gamal have
proposed a number of relaying schemes and evaluated the
secrecy capacity of degraded version of relay channel in [2], [3].
In 1975, Wyner worked in the direction of PLS for single pointto-point communication. A system model was considered having
perfect confidential communication between the source and
legitimate destination node pair in presence of an eavesdropper
who is kept ignorant of the transmitted information between
intended pair of nodes. However, the traditional physical layer
based security can be compromised by channel conditions; if the
main channel is worse than eavesdropper’s channel, the secrecy
capacity is typical zero as it cannot be negative [4], [5]. Csiszar
and Korner generalized the transmission of confidential messages
over broadcast channels to the wireless medium and multiuser
environment in [6]-[8]. A single antenna system fails if signal
degradation is observed after a certain distance. In that case,
multiple antenna system but with transmit power constraints have
to be considered. A solution has been investigated to mitigate this
limitation by taking advantage of multiple antenna systems, e.g.
multiple input and multiple output system (MIMO) in [9], [10].
But, due to high cost and large size, network nodes with multiple
antennas are hardly available. To overcome these limitations,
system with single-antenna nodes can be used as multipleantenna systems by making use of node cooperation scheme [11].
The secrecy aspect of relay channel was investigated considering
relay can not only send message to assist the transmission but
also can learn some knowledge about the transmitted information
to wire-tap the relay channel in [12]. In [13], a novel hybrid
cooperation scheme has been proposed to analyse secrecy of the
semi-deterministic relay channel. In [14], secrecy rate was
evaluated using rate splitting technique with the full-duplex
source node with DF scheme and having feedback from the
trusted relay node with CF scheme. In [7], cooperation for
secrecy of relay-eavesdropper channel was discussed in which
relay assist the intended transmission but was kept ignorant of
transmitted information. Further, Yuksel and Erkip investigated
the secrecy with untrusted relay node assisting the eavesdropper
channel not the main channel in [15]. However, it was shown that
as the relay node has some knowledge about the transmitted
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signal between legitimate nodes, it is favourable to secrecy rate
as destination also can overhear the transmission of relay.
In this paper, the secrecy rate of relay channel from a
different perspective has been analysed. Most of the previous
studies have consider a system spans over a model constituting
four nodes a source, a destination, an eavesdropper and a trusted
relay which outperforms to enhance the perfect secrecy. In this
scenario, the relay focuses to aid the wire-tapper to impair the
achievable secrecy since the relay has knowledge about the
source information. Different cooperation schemes can be
employed at the relay node to hamper the communication
secrecy. All the channels are assumed to be AWGN with
thermal noise variance 2. The comparative analysis of the
system performance in terms of secrecy rate with respect to
system parameters has been presented for various cooperation
protocols i.e. DF, AF and CF. Traditionally, when relay assist
the source-destination transmission, DF protocol provides better
secrecy then CF if relay is situated in the proximity of source
node and vice-versa [16]. But, the above result is not convincing
if the relay helps the eavesdropper instead of the destination. We
derived a close-form analytical expression for conditional
secrecy outage probability for DF protocol in the addressed
wire-tapper assisted scenario.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
introduces physical layer security and cooperative
communication approaches. Section 3 involves the addressed
system description and the assumptions. In section 4, we study
about the AF, DF and CF cooperative strategies and their
secrecy rates. In section 5, the mathematical formula for
conditional secrecy outage probability has been derived for the
investigated system. Finally, simulation outcomes are presented
in section 6, and section 7 includes the possible conclusions.

2. PHYSICAL
LAYER
SECURITY
COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION

AND

Secure transmission of data through wireless medium is a
rigorous issue. Physical layer security (PLS) has been emerging

as recent paradigm to tackle these issues at physical layer
instead of ancient cryptographic approach at upper layers.
Cryptography, a laborious approach, demands complex
calculation. It pertains solely on encryption-decryption of data
using secret pseudorandom key. However, the adversary can
obtain transmission information if it has large computational
power. PLS is an information theoretic based approach for
perfect security. PLS explores the characteristics of wireless
transmission medium which are commonly treated as
impairments such as fading, path loss and noise to achieve
perfect secrecy. PLS approach can be divided in five wide
categories as depicted in Fig.1 [17].
Historically, Shannon devised the concept of theoretical
secure capacity in communication networks. In pessimistic
scenario, both the legitimate receiver and the adversary can
access to the transmitted information from the source. Then, the
achievable secrecy capacity is given by max[I(S;D) - I(S;E)],
where I(S;D) denotes the mutual information between source
and intended destination and I(S;E) is the mutual information
between source and adversary. The coding based technique for
PLS are used to prevent eavesdropping and jamming of
transmitted signal by making use of spread spectrum coding and
error correction coding respectively. The power based
techniques are beneficial to tackle the jamming as well as
security issues. In the presence of jammer, it can be possible to
detect the signal by employing directional antenna. If intended
receiver channel has degraded response than that of
eavesdropper channel, perfect secrecy can be entertained
implementing artificial noise approach. An artificial noise signal
is transmitted to reduce the power level of received signal at
eavesdropper without affecting the destination signal.
The channel based schemes have been invented to improve
security of data by exploiting salient features of wireless
channel. Each legitimate source has its unique RF fingerprint.
The RF fingerprinting system compares the fingerprint extracted
from each received signal with the fingerprints available in its
database. It issues a contender alert if any discrepancy is
detected.

Physical Layer Security Approaches

POWER
APPROACH

CODE
APPROACH

 Using Directional
Antenna
 Artificial Noise
Approach

 Error Correction
Coding
 Spread Spectrum
Coding

CHANNEL
APPROACH

 RF Fingerprinting
 Algebraic Channel
Decomposition
Multiplexing
Precoding
 Randomization
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MIMO Transmission
Coefficients

INFORMATION
THEORETICAL
APPROACH
 Node Cooperation
 Channel
State
Information

Fig.1. Physical Layer Security Approaches
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In fact, the research on cooperative communication has been
proliferated since a decade. The reliable transfer of message
signal between intended pair of nodes can be assured with the
utility of node cooperation schemes as multiple terminals helping
each other in communication. It can be made feasible to achieve
perfect secrecy in suspicious situation where intruder’s channel is
better than receiver’s channel via cooperation strategies [7]. The
cooperative communication occurs in two phases. In first phase,
the source sends message signal to the relay and then in second
phase, the relay sends source signal to the intended destination.
So, there is a chance that the transmitted signal can be
eavesdropped in either of the two phases. On the basis of
methodology used, the cooperative strategies can be broadly
classified in two groups as shown in Fig.2.
 Oblivious Cooperation
 Active Cooperation
A. Oblivious Cooperation: In this cooperation mechanism, the
relay does not have any knowledge about the transmitted signal
from the source. In this procedure, the relay node deteriorates
the eavesdropper’s channel without interfering the destination
channel sending dummy signal or artificial noise. Hence, noise
and interference, which are treated as unwanted effects for
wireless environment, can be advantageous for privacy and
secrecy requirements.
B. Active Cooperation: As per the literal meaning of cooperation,
it can be experienced in traditional sense, i.e., the relay assists the
legitimate destination by strengthening the intended receiver
channel. In this cooperation mechanism, the relay has knowledge
about the transmitted signal from the source.

3. SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
ASSUMPTIONS

AND

In this section, we describe a network model to represent the
wireless system under investigation. As depicted in Fig.3, the
system consist of a source (S) that communicates with a
destination (D) and a relay node (R) which intends to assist the
eavesdropper (E) treated as the wire-tapper.

D
hsd, dsd
hrd, drd

hsr, dsr

S

R
hre, dre

hse, dse

E
Fig.3. System model framework
We represent the channel gain from source to destination,
source to relay, source to eavesdropper, relay to destination and
from relay to eavesdropper by hsd, hsr, hse, hrd, hre. respectively.
The distance between different pairs of nodes as source and
destination, source and eavesdropper, jammer and destination
and jammer and eavesdropper are dSD, dSE, dRD, dRE respectively.
Some assumptions are taken in to consideration as the source has
constant transmission power Ps and the relay has a variable
transmission power Pr ∈ [0, Ps]. Each node is having a single
omnidirectional antenna element. For all the nodes, the additive
white Gaussian noise is distributed with zero mean and variance
2. All the channels undergo Rayleigh quasi-static fading. Only
distance dependent term and path loss index have been
considered in the channel gain coefficient hxy having Gaussian
distribution:



n2
hxy ~ CN 0,1 d xy



where, n denotes the path loss index and dxy, x = S, R & y = R, D,
E, x  y, represents the Euclidian distance between node x and
node y. Also, the network is employed with a time division
access protocol that bounds the source to transmit message only
during the first time slot and the relay has to transmit message
during the second slot only.
The length of the first and the second time slots are equal.
All the legitimate nodes have full channel state information of
all the communication channels. Moreover, it is globally known
that which cooperative strategy is going to be implemented by
the relay.

Cooperative Strategies

Weakening the eavesdropping link

Strengthen the main transmission using relay nodes
Compress-and-Forward (CF)

Noise Forwarding (NF)

Decode-and-Forward (DF)

Cooperative Jamming (CJ)

Amplify-and-Forward (AF)

Fig.2. Classification of Cooperative Strategies
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During the first time slot, signal received at different nodes
are,

yk1  Ps hsk st   nk1

(2)

where, r(t) is the signal transmitted by relay, nk2  is the noise at
kth node in second time slot for k = E, D.
When node x communicates with node y through the
channel, the exponentially distributed instantaneous SNR with
mean  xy can be formulated as,

 xy 

Px hxy

2

(3)
2
where, Px is the available power of node x to transmit the signal
Px
and  xy 
. The probability density function of random
2 n
 .d xy
valued SNR is expressed as,

 

f   xy 

1

 xy



e

RS  max0, I d  I e   I d  I e 

(5)

where, Id is the achievable information rate of the sourcedestination channel and Ie is the achievable information rate of
the source-eavesdropper channel.

4.1 DIRECT TRANSMISSION WITH RELAY OFF
(DTRO)
In DTRO, the relay does not participate in communication
and can be treated as traditional wire-tap transmission [4]-[6].
We consider it as a special case of all the relaying strategies as
the source terminal sends encoded message using its codebook
directly to the intended destination with maximum available
transmission power. The DTRO relaying achieves a secrecy rate,




RsDir  I dDir  I eDir

(6)

(7)

1
log 2 1   se 
(8)
2
It is noteworthy, the factor ½ accounts for the node
participation only in one phase out of two phases.

4.2 DECODE AND FORWARD
In DF relaying, the source terminal sends encoded
information signal towards the relay in first time slot. Then, this
signal is successfully decoded by the relay and again encodes it
with different code from codebook that is similar to the source
and forwards the message. Moreover, it is considered that DF is
applicable significantly only for the condition dsd, > dsr.
The achievable secrecy rate when relay is employed with DF
relaying can be stated as follows [15],





1 DF

DF 
, d sr  d sd
min I d  I e

2
RsDir ,
d sr  d sd
where, the relay power scaling factor for DF, α ∈ [0, 1] as the
relay favours the wire-tapper to pertain unreliable system via
scaling its power, and
RsDF

1
1

I dDF  min log 2 1   sr , log 2 1   sd 1   rd 
2
2



(4)

In this section, the achievable secrecy rates of the
cooperation schemes particularly DF, AF and CF, in pessimistic
scenario where relay helps the eavesdropper to deteriorate the
secrecy, along with direct transmission without relay (DTWR)
approach. The instantaneous SNR for the links from S to D, S to
R, S to E, R to D and from R to E are denoted by sd, sr, se, rd
and re respectively throughout the paper. For the case of single
eavesdropper, analytically achievable secrecy rate is given by,

1
log 2 1   sd 
2

I eDir 

 xy
 xy

4. COOPERATIVE SCHEMES AND THEIR
INSTANTANEOUS SECRECY RATES



I dDir 

(1)

where, s(t) is the signal transmitted by source node, nk1 is the
noise at kth node in first time slot for k = R, E, D.
In the second time slot, it is noteworthy that the source
remains idle. Hence, signal received at different nodes are,

yk2  Pr hRk r t   nk2

where,

(9)

1
1

I eDF  min log 2 1   sr , log 2 1   se 1   re  (10)
2
2


4.3 AMPLIFY AND FORWARD
In the AF relaying, source broadcasts in first slot and the
scaled version of received signal is forwarded by relay in second
time slot. The input- output signal relation for relay can be
described as,

S rout   Pr S rin 

(11)



P 
1 
With Pr  0, R  and scaling factor   0,
.
1

 sr 
1


sr 


For AF scheme, the secrecy rate can be formulated as below
[15]

RsAF  min 
where,

I dAF 



1 AF
I d  I eAF
2






 rd . sr
1
log 2 1   sd 
2
1   sr   rd


I eAF 

(12)







 re . sr
1
log 2 1   se 
2
1   sr   re







4.4 COMPRESS AND FORWARD
In CF scheme, the relay re-encodes the received signal after
quantization (compression) and forwards it to the eavesdropper
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with such a power level that contender receives it perfectly.
When the relay employed with CF, the secrecy rate [15],

1
0,1 2

RSCF  min






I dCF  I eCF

Then, we can write from Eq.(19),



(13)
Since,



where,
I dCF

min  sr ,  d'

1
sr 

log 2 1   sd 
, if d sd  d se and d rd  d re 

2
1
M 


 1 log 1   ,
otherwise
2
sd

2

I eCF 

 
1

log 2 1   se  sr 
2
1 M 


(15)

5. SECRECY OUTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR
DF
RELAYING
IN
PESSIMISTIC
SCENARIO
In this section, the secrecy outage performance in terms of
conditional secrecy outage probability has been analyzed from a
distrustful perspective where the relay helps the eavesdropper.
The close form expression for conditional secrecy outage
probability has been evaluated particularly for DF cooperation
scheme in given network environment with feasible assumption
that the main link is of worse quality and the source-relay channel
has better performance characteristics. These assumptions can be
combined analytically in form of an equation,

(16)
γsr  γsd  γrd 
The secrecy outage probability (SOP) is defined as the
probability of message cannot be secured properly against
eavesdropping which occurs when maximal information rate
over the eavesdropper link is less than the capacity of the link.
The SOP for DF scheme can be stated as [18],



in

Eq.(16)

(20)

implies

that

. Hence,




sr , sd , rd

1

  re   se



  Pr [2R 1   d'  1   e'  ,

  2 R 1   d'   1 f e'  e' d e'
sr

 ]

sd , rd

 2  R 1 d' 1
 2  R 1 d' 1 



 . re
 se
  see
  ree








 2  R 1 sd  rd 1
 2  R 1 sd  rd 1 

1


 re
 se
  see
  ree

  re   se 




6. SIMULATION OUTCOMES
In this section, the simulation outcomes are discussed which
were performed to investigate the effect of the cooperation
strategies on secrecy performance of network with respect to
different system parameters.
To illustrate the effect of cooperation schemes, a onedimensional model in which a source, a destination, an
eavesdropper and a relay are placed linearly for line-of-sight
communication between various nodes. It is assumed that
intended source sends a confidential message to the legitimate
destination in presence off contender eavesdropper node and a
relay which assists the contender. The fixed distance between
source and destination is 1m and the source power is fixed at
PS = 3.16W.
0.2
0.18
0.16

Secrecy rate (b/s/Hz)

0.14

Similarly, we can express the SOP for the considered case
with α ∈ [0, 1]

DF  R   P minlog 2 1   sr , log 2 1   sd   rd  (18)
PSOP

r
 log 2 1   se   re   R


CF
DF
AF
Dir

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06

The conditional secrecy outage probability (CSOP) is
defined as SOP for given values of sr, sd and rd. Therefore,
CSOP can be written as,





DF  R
PCSOP
 sr , sd , rd 

DF  R   P minlog 2 1   sr , log 2 1   sd   rd  . (17)
PSOP

r
 log 2 1   se   re   R






2

In particular, the secrecy rate will be minimized optimally
for λ = 1.

DF  R
PCSOP
 sr , sd , rd


 R


assumption

  d'

(14)


1   se   sr
1   se . re

our

DF
PCSOP

and

M



2 R 1  min  sr ,  d' 
DF  R
PCSOP

P

 sr , sd , rd
r
 1   e'  sr , sd , rd



0.04
0.02

minlog 2 1   sr , log 2 1   sd   rd 

 Pr 
 log 2 1   se   re   R  sr , sd , rd

(19)

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

S-R distance

Fig.4. Secrecy rate as a function of distance between the source
and the relay for AF, DF, CF and DR

Define,  d'   sd   rd and  e'   se   re
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0.2

Firstly, the secrecy rate of DF, AF and CF are compared with
the secrecy rate of direct transmission when position of relay is
varied up to 3m. The relay has fixed power Pr = PS, the path loss
index is n = 2 and the distance between source and eavesdropper
is fixed at 1.5m. Secrecy rate as a function of distance between
the source and relay is shown in Fig.4. From the obtained result,
it is observed that the secrecy performance of CF scheme is
most severely except, when the relay is situated in the proximity
of D between S and D, the secrecy rate with DF scheme is zero.
Otherwise, DF protocol provides best performance out of the
three protocols.

0.18
0.16

Secrecy rate (b/s/Hz)

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08

DFdsr=.3
DFdsr=.8
DFdsr=1.3
AFdsr=.3
AFdsr=.8
AFdsr=1.3
CFdsr=.3
CFdsr=.8
CFdsr=1.3

0.06

0.45

0.04
0.4

0.02

Secrecy rate (b/s/Hz)

0.35

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Relay Power
0.3

Fig.6. The variation of secrecy rate of DF, AF and CF with the
Relay Power

0.25
CF
DF
AF
Dir

0.2

0.15

0.35

0.3
0.1

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

0.25

Secrecy rate (b/s/Hz)

0.05

3

S-E distance

Fig.5. Secrecy rate as a function of eavesdropper position from
the source
In the second case, the relay is located at the centre in
between S and D and the position of the eavesdropper is
changed up to 3m from S. The relay has fixed power Pr = PS, the
path loss index is n = 2. It is depicted in Fig.5 that no scheme
provide positive secrecy rate if eavesdropper is in between the S
and D as relay assist the eavesdropper , relay-eavesdropper link
is better than relay-destination link. The secrecy rate using DF
protocol at the relay is maximum and equal to direct
transmission if dSE > 1.5m.
Next, the variation of the secrecy rate with the relay power
has been plotted for three different location of relay i.e.
dSR = 0.3, dSR= 0.8, dSR =1.3 in Fig.6. The relay power is varied
up to PS = 3.16W, the path loss index is n = 2 and the distance
between source and eavesdropper is fixed at 1.5m. It can be
deduced that secrecy rate is highest for AF and lowest for DF
with no effect of the relay power for dSR =1.3. With the
increasing relay power, the secrecy rate for AF and CF decreases
exponentially but remains constant for DF.
Finally, we investigated the effect of path loss index on the
secrecy rate of the DF, AF and CF cooperative schemes
respectively as shown in Fig.7, Fig.8 and Fig.9. The secrecy rate
as a function of relay distance has been plotted for different
values of path loss index n = 2, 3, 4. The other system
parameters are dSR = 1, dSE = 1.5, Pr = PS = 3.16W. The
performance of the system increases as path loss index increases
in terms of secrecy rate which contradicts the behaviour of
cooperative strategies in classical scenario.

0.2

n=2
n=3
n=4

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

S-R distance

Fig.7. Secrecy rate of DF vs S-R distance, with path loss index
as parameter
0.35

Secrecy rate (b/s/Hz)

0.3

0.25
n=2
n=3
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0.15
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0.05

0

0
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1

1.5

2

2.5

3

S-R distance

Fig.8. Secrecy rate of AF vs S-R distance, with path loss index
as parameter
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0.3
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0.1
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0

0
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2
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3
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Fig.9. Secrecy rate of CF vs S-R distance, with path loss index
as parameter

7. CONCLUSION
Physical layer security technique based on cooperation
scheme has been explored in the present work. The performance
analysis of AF, DF, CF and direct transmission in terms of
attainable secrecy rate has been investigated, considering a fournode network model with different scenario where the relay
favours the wire-tapper to reduce the reliability of transmission.
An interesting fact was observed that secrecy rate increases with
path loss index in the considered relay link. Also, a close-form
expression for conditional secrecy outage probability for DF
scheme is derived for the addressed system. The impact of the
schemes, in considered scenario, is not like that of in traditional
scenario where relay assisted main channel. Furthermore, we
deduced that DF outperforms of the three schemes if relay is
located in the vicinity of the source. However, we can optimise
the secrecy performance with proper selection of system
parameter such as location of adversary, relay and scaling of
relay power.
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